Cyclical dynamics under constant selection against mutations in haploid and diploid populations with facultative selfing.
We have found that constant selection against mutations can cause cyclical dynamics in a population with facultative selfing. When this happens, the distribution of the number of deleterious mutations per genotype fluctuates with the period approximately 1/sHe generations, where sHe is the coefficient of selection against a heterozygous mutation. The amplitude of oscillations of the mean population fitness often exceeds an order of magnitude. Cyclical dynamics can occur under intermediate selfing rates if selection against heterozygous mutations is weak and selection against homozygous mutations is much stronger. Cycling is possible without epistasis or with diminishing-returns epistasis, but not with synergistic epistasis. Under multiplicative selection, cycling might happen if the haploid mutation rate exceeds 1.9 in the case of selfing of haploids, and if this diploid mutation rate exceeds 4.5 in the case of selfing of diploids. We propose a heuristic explanation for cycling under facultative selfing and discuss its possible relevance.